Rewiring the solid tumor epigenome for cancer therapy.
Whereas tumorigenic processes have traditionally been attributed to gene amplification, deletion, or mutation, it is now clear that epigenetic changes represent an additional hallmark of cancer. This review explains the basic principles of epigenetic regulation and therapy, provides an overview of clinically approved drugs, introduces novel targets and compounds, and discusses the potential reasons behind treatment success and failure. We provide a brief introduction to the concept of epigenetic regulation in general and explain how epigenetic pathways are altered in cancer. Based on this, we go on to explore the rational behind epigenetic cancer therapy, provide an overview of clinical success and failure of specific drugs, describe novel pharmaceutical targets, review epigenetic combination treatment, and finally discuss biological concepts influencing treatment success. Expert commentary: Even though many early epigenetic therapy trials had disappointing results, lessons learned from these studies have heavily influenced the design of modern trials leading to improved therapeutic outcomes. Better preclinical model systems may help to reduce the risk of clinical failure and to identify high-confidence targets for clinical follow-up.